U
Understa
nding the
e Relay

While relays
r
are notthing new, very few people
e understand them and how
w
they wo
ork. With a litttle luck, this page
p
will explain the relay and show som
me
examples of what ca
an be done with
w them. The
e unfortunate thing is that so
s
many of
o the people that use relayys don't understand how th
hey work. I've
e
met mo
ore than my fa
air share of (sstereo) installers that only know what to
o
do beca
ause of instru
uction books and
a pre-made
e wiring harne
esses. I was
once one of these people, but the
e amazing sim
mplicity and potential
p
of the
e
standard 12 volt rela
ay was sometthing far too good
g
to go un
nknown and
unused
d. If it sounds like I'm overd
doing it a bit, I'm really not. If you think
about how
h
often you
u use and nee
ed relays, you
u'll soon agree
e.

The sta
andard 12 volt relay is sing
gle pole, doub
ble throw. The
ere are five
termina
als; two to "acctivate" the re
elay and the other
o
three are
e the
"switch
hing" terminalss. As you can
n see in the piicture above, there are thre
ee
termina
als that are fa
acing up and down,
d
and two that face sid
de to side. Fo
or
referen
nce, we will co
onsider the up
ppermost term
minal (#30 faccing up and
down) to
t be the "top
p" terminal. No
ow that we ha
ave our orienttation, it's time
to unde
erstand which
h terminal doe
es what. The two
t
side term
minals (#85 an
nd
#86) arre the "activattion" terminalss and have no
o polarity. They simply
require
e +12 volts on one and grou
und on the otther to activatte the relay. The
T
termina
al on the top will
w be the com
mmon "switch
hing" terminall. This meanss
that it will
w be the one
e which is alw
ways connecte
ed to one of the other two
switching terminals. When the relay is not "acttive," the top terminal
t
is
d to the middle
e terminal (#8
87a). As soon
n as the relay
internally connected
become
es activated, the top terminal will breakk it's internal connection
c
to
the mid
ddle terminal and
a become connected to the bottom te
erminal (#87)).
Essenttially it's just like flipping a normal
n
switch
h, only its flipp
ping action is
controlled from a rem
mote source.
Now that you see ho
ow a relay wo
orks, what can
n be done witth it and why not
n
just use
e a switch. Th
here are so many
m
advantag
ges to using relays,
r
I will
only be
e able to menttion a few, bu
ut I'm sure it will
w be more th
han enough to
o
make other
o
ideas an
nd application
ns come to miind.
One of the most imp
portant uses of
o relays is to control a high
h power sourrce
from a lower power source. As an
n example, co
onsider that you
y want to be
e
able to turn on and off
o something
g like a set of driving lights that will pull
about 30
3 amps. Obvviously, you would
w
need a powerful swittch to safely

take care of that. I'm sure many can relate to the supplied rocker switch
that came with a set of lights, burning out and melting after only a few
weeks. Using a relay will allow the use of a small, good looking switch
mounted in the dash to activate a relay mounted under the hood to supply
power to those lights. Most standard relays (the good ones) can safely
handle loads of 30 amps each. There is also the option of tapping off of
another switch, such as the headlight power wire, without pulling enough
current to affect its circuit. Keeping the main power wires located under
the hood and near both the power supply (battery) and the end user (the
lights) is also helpful and convenient.
A huge benefit, in cases like this where high current is being used, is the
life span of the switch or relay. Even though it may not seem like it, when
you flip a rocker switch, it actually takes a long time for it to make contact
inside. A long time in electrical terms is still very short, but either way, a
switch takes much longer to make its contact than a relay. This long
switching time causes internal damage to the switch as an arc is passed
across the terminals as they come in contact. The longer it takes to make
contact, the longer that arc will burn up the switch. Because a relay is
activated much faster, the arc doesn't have the time to cause damage.
Sure some will occur, but at such a small amount that a relay will still have
a very long life span.
Another use for relays is the ability to control multiple switches at the
same time. Say you have a competition stereo system and you want to be
able to disconnect all but two speakers from a two channel amp that is
running eight speakers. (long story) Obviously, you can't just connect all
these speaker leads to a simple switch. There are four wires that would
need to be disconnected, two positive (left and right) and two negatives,
and none of them can touch each other. Now the advantage of the relay is
clear. A small switch can be installed in the dash to activate four relays in
the back of the car, disconnecting all the speakers at the same time and
without any hassle.
For another use, consider that you want to be able to supply one device
from one of two sources. Perhaps you have a temperature gauge and you
want to be able to monitor the difference between the coolant temperature
in the motor -vs- the temperature in the radiator. Obviously you could use
two gauges or a switch, but neither of these would be the best of ideas.
Using a relay, you could easily have a small (good looking) switch control
a relay that had the gauge going to the top terminal (#30) and each
temperature sender going to each of the other switching terminals (#87a
and #87). This is a great example of the flexibility of the relay.
While most of the advantages of the relay (I hope) are easy to see,
sometimes it's not so obvious. Using switches can have unseen problems.
As a switch deteriorates, the internal connections start to build up
resistance. This resistance can offer intermittent connections and voltage
drops, both of which can be disastrous. The perfect example is when
controlling nitrous solenoids. This is the last place you want problems with
your wiring! One other thing to add to this is the quality of the relay. As
with anything else, quality is everything. For this reason, I highly
recommend using only top quality relays such as those offered by either
Potter & Brumfield or Bosch (in that order). All too often, products are
supplied with low grade relays that wear out quick and cause problems.
Any time you buy a product (such as air horns), replace the supplied relay

with a better one. While some people will try to screw you on the price, a
good relay should never cost more than five dollars. At this price (or
hopefully lower) it's just good insurance against problems.
For some good examples of what can be done with relays, check out the
pictures below. I will add more over time. If you need help with any other
uses, please feel free to let me know.

How to wire a Line Lock

How to wire a Nitrous Kit

How to wire a Trans Brake

How to wire a Nitrous Kit with a Trans Break
(This will prevent the Nitrous from flowing while the Trans Brake is on.)

How to wire Power Windows

